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Getting the wings stronger

Knowledge is the wings that help us soar high and fly off to a

successful career. Proper education and motivation supported by

world class infrastructure is aimed at strengthening the wings of the

students. The wings are knowledge and the feathers are symbolic of

the various aspects of grooming that is essential for the

comprehensive development of a student ready to face any challenge.

Strong in academics and sound in current affairs, students go out

full-throttle to conquer the world. The result of such planning,

dedication and commitment is that students of Sri Venkateswara

Group of Educational Institutions (SVGEI) don’t just flutter

their wings, but they soar!
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Vision:
Carving the youth as dynamic, competent, valued and

knowledgeable Professionals who shall lead the Nation to a

better future.

• Providing quality education, student-centered teaching-

learning processes and state-of-the-art infrastructure for

professional aspirants hailing from both rural and urban areas.

Imparting technical education that encourages Independent

thinking develops strong domain of knowledge, hones

contemporary skills and Positive attitudes towards holistic growth

of young minds.

Evolving the Institution into a Center of Academic and

Research Excellence.

•

•

Mission:

SVGEI strive towards excellence by adopting a system of qualitative

policies and processes with continued improvements to enhance

students’ skills and talents for their exemplary contribution to the

society, the nation and the world.

Quality Policy:
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Success Story of SVGEI06-07

Founded on knowledge, rising on strength

Commitment, dedication and sincere efforts are the pillars that

hold SVGEI. It started as a little drop and today is making waves

in the field of Technical, Engineering and Professional

education. With every passing year the number of overseas

students are increasing and transforming SVGEI Educational

Complex, Chittoor into international campus.

This Pan-Global student community gives the SVGEI

Educational Complex a truly global look. Convergence of

different cultures, difference thoughts, and different ideas and

so on is by itself an education.

Sri Venkateswara College of Engineering and Technology

Sri Venkateswara College of Computer Sciences

Sri Venkateswara College of Pharmacy

Sri College of Education

Sri Ravuri Kanakaiah Memorial Law College

Sri Venkateswara College of Nursing

Sri Venkateswara School of Nursing

Sri Durga M.P.H.W. (F) Training Institute

Sri Srinivasa M.P.H.W. (F) Training Institute

Sri Balaji Degree College

B.Tech & M.Tech, MCA & MBA

MCA & MBA

B.Pharm, M.Pharm.

B.Ed., M.Ed.

L.L.B.

B.Sc. (Nursing)

Gen. Nursing & Midwifery

M.P.H.W / A.N.M

M.P.H.W / A.N.M

Venkateswara

B.Sc. (Computer  Applications / Statistics / Electronics /

Bio-Technology), B.Com (Computer Applications), BBM,

*BCA, *BBA

Sri Venkateswara Group of Educational Institutions, Chittoor

*Proposed Courses



Our students are “Driving Force”

Education facilitates complete development, both professionally

and personally. We, at SVGEI, believe and abide by it very

strictly. We are committed to strengthen this spirit to provide

quality education. The source of inspiration and the motivating

force from whom we draw strength is none other than Bharatha

Jyothi Dr. R.Venkataswamy.

He is a multifaceted man who is doing so many things at a time.

A social worker and a busy man actively involved in politics, he

still finds time to pursue his passion- providing quality education

to the people of this backward area in the state. His zeal,

dedication and determination and the motivated team have

shaped SVGEI into a nurturing ground for young professionals

in the field of engineering and other emerging areas, who seek to

make a mark for themselves.

"Education to me is a commitment,

not just to myself or the students

who come to learn, but to the society

as a whole. I am a firm believer of

the adage that, “if you have the right

aptitude and the right attitude, you

will go to a great altitude."

Bharatha Jyothi Dr. R. Venkataswamy
Chairman

Chairman’s Message 08-09

R. Ramachandran

Executive Director



Committed to the society
“The need of the society is like the ocean and the service we render are

like drops.” These words of my father still echoes in my ears.

So i am now determined to add as many drops as i can and tell my self.

Today, my vision is set on raising the stature of ‘SVGEI to a University’

by the year 2016 and adding more Engineering, Technical and

Professional Institutions to the SVGEI. The task is arduous and the

path grueling but i have two things going for me, one my family’s words

of motivation and other the society’s unstinted support.

Scaling greater heights
needs planning

Vice Chairman’s Message & Courses10

Affiliated to Jawaharlal Nehru Technical University ( ).

The College is Approved by All India Council of Technical Education

( The Courses are Accredited by NBA, New Delhi.

JNTU

AICTE).

B.Tech. Degree Programmes (4-years):

P.G Course – Engineering, Technical and Management (2-years):

Master of Computer Applications (MCA) - 3-Years

Master of Business Administration

B.E. - Computer Science and Engineering

B.E. - Electronics and Communication Engineering

B.E. - Electrical and Electronics Engineering

B.E. - Mechanical Engineering

B.E. - Information Technology

B.E. - Civil Engineering

M.Tech (VLSI Design)

M.Tech (CAD/CAM)

M.Tech (CSE)

M.Tech (Power Electronics and Electrical Drives)

M.Tech (Digital Electronics and Communication Systems)

M.Tech (Embedded systems)

(MBA) - 2-Years

Sri Venkateswara College of Engineering &

Technology (SVCET), Chittoor:

Engineering, MBA and

MCA Colleges & Courses

R.V. Srinivas

Vice Chairman

SVGEI students have the option of picking up courses of

their choice from a bouquet of course options. One thing

is assured, whatever be the course chosen, and students

will come out with flying colours.

11



Corridors of knowledge

When your efforts are sincere, even nature joins hands to

encourage you. The setting of SVGEI Educational Complex in

Chittoor, spread over 65 acres of land is picturesque and

beautiful. Languid hills form the backdrop and lush green

landscape as a carpet. The Educational Complex is idyllic and

serene in location away from pollution. Long and airy corridors,

spacious facilities, aesthetically designed and separate wings,

for technical education offering Graduation and

Post-Graduation courses in Engineering, MBA, MCA,

a Law College, a College for Nursing and a College for

Pharmaceutical Sciences make SVGEI Educational Complex a

unique education township in the State. The air carries the sound of

education that is ricocheted by the hills and spreads across the land.

In short, the infrastructure is tailor-made for undistracted learning

for new generation technocrats, professionals and entrepreneurs.

SVGEI Educational Complex, Chittoor12-13



Placements and Credits 14-15

Ranked 4th in the State & 46th in India

SVGEI Rankings and Placements:

Ranked 8th Among Top Emerging Colleges of

Excellence in India

Graded with AA

Ranked 30th of Top 50 Colleges in India.

- OUTLOOK Magazine Survey, 2010. - CSR-GHRDC

- CSR-GHRDC Survey, 2010.

- Careers360 Magazine Survey, 2010.

KEANE

Sonata Information Technology Ltd



The ones and zeroes rule the world

Computer Science and Engineering acts as the nurturing ground

for young technocrats who can make their mark and to create a

talent pool for various industries. The basic aim of the Computer

Science and Engineering Department at SVCET is to maintain

excellence in academics as well as research to meet the global

demands of industry. Taking into account the speed at which the

technological world is changing, it has invested huge funds to

develop an individual block for the department with the state-of-

the art air-conditioned labs with systems of latest configuration.

Highly experienced faculty brings up students academically

competent, ethically sensitive and socially active. The department

is strongly committed to state-of-the-art networking technology

and is connected to multiple high-speed Internet backbones,

including fiber optics cable and Wi- Fi.

Computer Science Engineering Dept. 16-17



Electronics & Communication faculty assess the

performance of students from time to time during their

involvement in the academic sessions, workshops, seminars,

industrial internship, industry visits and projects presented.

""

Electronics & Communication Engineering Dept.18-19

A jumble of wires of sound network

To keep tuned into the latest and to be one among the

frontrunners in changing trends and technologies, Department of

Electronics & Communication at SVCET, aims to train students

in contemporary knowledge and innovative skills, both functional

and integrative in the field of electronics. The Electronics &

Communication Department is provided with an exclusive

computer centre along with well-equipped laboratories

which include the Basic Electronics Lab, Analog Electronic Circuits,

Digital & Integrated Circuits Labs, Communication,

Fiber Optics & Microwave Engineering Labs, Signal Processing &

Controls Lab, and Microprocessor, Interfaces & Projects Lab. As a part

of value addition, centralized VLSI, and Embedded systems labs have

been set up. Well-trained Instructors and state-of-the-art equipment and

machinery help the faculty and students to carry on their practical and

research work in a right environment.



Electrical and Electronics Department aims to produce

quality Engineers with high-technical knowledge coupled

with leadership skills to occupy positions of upper

echelons in the industry.

""

Electrical & Electronics Engineering Dept. 20-21

Get the right Connection

The curriculum devised by Department of Electrical and

Electronics Engineering at imparts the students a sound

technical know-how in the areas of Electrical Machines, Power

Systems, Control system, Electronics, Computer,

Instrumentation and Simulation. Department has eminent

faculty in the state and takes special care for acquainting the

students with the latest developments in the field.

SVCET

Students spend most of their time in gaining practical experience

under the guidance of their professors in well-equipped

Networks, Electrical Machinery Labs, Power Electronics Lab,

Circuits and Measurements Lab, the Control Systems Lab,

Power Systems and Simulation Laboratories. Department is also

involved in internal research programmes.



Faculty members of the Mechanical department besides

teaching and research, assist the neighbouring industries

with their testing and consultancy services.""

""

Mechanical Engineering Dept.22-23

No pressure learning is a pleasure

A study of Mechanical Engineering at imbibes the

student with knowledge in modern methods of design,

production, analysis, quality control, optimization and

management of resources. The Core Laboratories are Workshop,

Computer Lab, Mechanics of Solids Lab, Fuels & Lubricants Lab.

SVCET

The Advanced Laboratories are in Thermal Engineering,

Production Technology, Hydraulic Machines, Heat Transfer,

Electrical Engineering Lab, Metallurgy, Instrumentation &

Control Lab, CAD /CAM Lab. A central workshop with the

facilities of Carpentry, House Wiring, Fitting, Smithy,

and Welding imparts necessary skills to the students.



Visually the future before others see it.

SVCET aims to train Civil Engineers to meet the ever growing

challenges of the rapidly evolving construction activities not only in

our country but the world over with confidence and competence.

The department has developed a unique Civil Engineering

value-added programme that meets the standards and quality of the

highest caliber. The various areas of teaching expertise of the faculty

include Structural Engineering, Water Resources Engineering,

Geotechnical Engineering, Environmental Engineering,

Transportation Engineering and Engineering Geology.

To complement the highly professional faculty in their teaching,

also has full-fledged Civil Engineering Labs, along with a

centre for Geomatics that provides practical training as a value-

addition. Keeping pace with the current trend and to offer

consultancy in various areas, has established an exclusive

computing facility for the department of Civil Engineering with

the latest software in design, planning and management.

The team of highly qualified faculty has conducted State and

National Level seminars and work shops to enable the students

understand the global demands in this industry.

SVCET

SVCET

Civil24-25



Face book, Twitter, Blog are a passe

Information Technology students are immensely benefit

from the infrastructure and facilities of Department of

Computer Science Engineering and Electronics &

Communication Engineering.

"" ""

Information Technology Dept.26-27

The course designed by the department of Information

Technology has special emphasis on emerging

Information technologies ensures that the student effectively

meets the highest level of competence required by the industry.

The curriculum exposes the students to newer environment

including Internet applications and design, besides the

traditional opportunities in IT career.

SVCET

Realising the importance  of rapid advancement in the

IT Sector, all the labs are highly furnished with the network

structure and are updated and upgraded as per the requirement

and demand of industries. The laboratories are equipped with

C, C++, Oracle, Visual Studio, and Java software.



An engineer trained at SVCET does not have to hunt for

jobs. The doors of major companies open automatically.

This is due to the industry ready and job ready programmes

in the post graduation courses in engineering in SVCET.

" "" "

M.Tech 28-29

Mastering the Technology and more

SVCET has carved a niche for itself in the field of technical

education at Graduation level in Engineering, MBA and MCA.

The facilities and quality of education imparted, prompted the

industry to strongly recommend the setting up of

Post-Graduation courses in engineering at SVCET. Most of the

lecturers in SVCET are Ph.Ds and some of them are pursuing

their research in their specalisation.

Students pursuing M.Tech, not only pursue their specalisation,

but also work with their senior faculty to help the industries

conduct their research in the advanced lab facilities in the college

in various departments. It is interesting to note that M.Tech

students also benefit from the live projects from the reputed

companies and organisations that come their way during their

tenure at SVCET.



M.Tech 28-29

Mastering the Technology and more

SVGEI has carved a niche for itself in the field of technical

education at Graduation level in Engineering, MBA and MCA.

The facilities and quality of education imparted, prompted the

industry to strongly recommend the setting up of Post-

Graduation courses in engineering at SVGEI. Most of the

lecturers in SVGEI are Ph.Ds and some of them are pursuing

their research in their specalisation.

Students pursuing M.Tech, not only pursue their specalisation,

but also work with their senior faculty to help the industries

conduct their research in the advanced lab facilities in the college

in various departments. It is interesting to note that M.Tech

students also benefit from the live projects from the reputed

companies and organisations that come their way during their

tenure at SVGEI.



Move over Mr. Gates, we are ready

MCA students at SVCET are offered in-depth application-oriented

technologies that are relevant to today’s business scenario to enable

them to take up a challenging position in the field of software

development and programming. Entire program is devised in tune

with the industry requirement and regular curriculum is

supplemented by additional inputs to keep abreast of the changing

scenarios of the IT industry. The Post-graduate Technology centre

is provided with high-end servers and latest systems.

Some of the subjects covered include Digital Logic, Probability &

Statistics Computer Programming and Problem Solving,

Data Base Management System, Computational Numerical Methods,

Data Structure Lab Using C++, Software Engineering, Data Base

Management System Project, Design and Analysis of Algorithms,

JAVA & J2EE, LINUX Programming and Bioinformatics.

MCA30-31



MBA programme is implemented in a spacious section of

the campus with ultra-modern facilities to train new

generation business managers. The e-classrooms, Wi-Fi

facility and modern electronic gadgets provided in the

campus promote interactive teaching and learning.

"" ""

MBA32-33

The Corporate Conquers

The MBA programme at SVCET enables individuals to tap their

potential to bloom into business leaders. This equips

professionals with the skill required to develop themselves into

managers and provides the impetus to reach the higher echelons

of an organization. This 2-year program offers a wide spectrum of

business knowledge, conceptual and analytical skill to develop

the students into competent and effective managers.

The students are trained to adapt instantaneously to

new surroundings and are poised to create corporate environments of

excellence. The emphasis of our curriculum besides the regular

syllabus is on industry-academy interaction programs like regular guest

lectures by corporate leaders, regular industrial visits and personality

development programs by well known and highly acclaimed

professionals. The students undergo projects in well-known

multi-national and Indian companies.



Tie-ups / MoU with the Leading Industry/Organization34

Charting the
right flight path

Infrastructure, Faculty
and Facilities

1. Accredited by National Board of Accreditation (NBA), New Delhi

2. Accredited by Institution of Engineers of India, IE(I)

3. MoU with Royal Civil Service Commission (RCSC), Thimphu, Bhutan

4. MoU with Educational Consultants India Limited (Ed.CIL)

5. IBM Centre of Excellence

7. Advanced Partner College for Infosys Campus Connect Program

8. Sun Academic Initiative (SAI) School

9. MoU with Oracle Academy for Advance Computer Science Program

10. MoU with SAP India Pvt. Ltd.

11. MoU with The Institution of Civil Engineers(India)

12. Entrepreneurship Development Cell (Sponsored by AICTE) for

nurturing students as Entrepreneurs

13. Jawahar Knowledge Centre Star Status.

14. SPIC MACAY Chapter

15. Number of IUCEE (Indo–US Collaboration for Engineering

Education)

6. MoU with University of Massachusetts, Lowell, USA

SVCET Tie-ups / MoU with the

Leading Industry/Organization:

35



Away from the class but connected to the lecture

Today, conventional mode of teaching has given way to

technology driven e-learning. SVGEI have adopted the latest

advancements in the digital and electronics to enable e-learning

in its educational complex at Chittoor. On joining the course,

the students of SVCET are provided with a well designed

welcome kit. They have the option of procuring a Branded

Wi-Fi enabled Laptop at a subsidized cost.

Every lecture is recorded on local e-learning server and any student can

retrieve the lecture presentation from wherever they are.

The local e-learning server is a storehouse and a vast resource of notes

and study material on each topic that the students may download as and

when required. In addition to the internet resources the study material is

readily available at student’s laptop all the time. The students can submit

their assignments, clear their doubts, share their notes anytime anywhere

with any other student or faculty member.

Wi-Fi Campus 36-37



Faculty has designed several activities that help to bridge the

gap between the curriculum and the industrial requirement,

thus expanding the horizon of their protégés in this highly

competitive world.

" "" "

Dedicated Faculty38-39

The subject is a maze.
Teacher guides the putts

SVGEI have grown fast and how! This meteoric rise has been

possible purely due to the sincerity and commitment of the

dedicated faculty. The highly qualified and experienced faculty at

SVCET is drawn from the industry, leading institutions,

practising professionals and academicians in the country. Faculty

members proactively involve themselves in all aspects of the

institute’s functioning and guide students in carrying out their

projects, seminars and other related activities. The faculty attends

regular skill up-gradation programmes and qualifies as certified

trainers of CISCO, Oracle and Microsoft. In keeping with the

principle of multi-faceted learning, the students as well as the

faculty are encouraged to take up various R&D projects.



SVGEI is geared up for e-learning that helps students stay

abreast with the developments across the world and staying

connected with the world as a classroom."

"

"

"

e-classrooms 40-41

Inspiring audience engrossing learning

The progress made so far in the field of Electronics and Communication

is just the tip of the iceberg. SVGEI believes that there is so much to

explore and make good use of the same in simplifying the current

teaching practices. It has installed roof mounted LCD projector and a

latest system in its huge size lecture with theatre type seating. Using the

latest development in this field, it has linked all the lecture halls with

labs, library, auditorium and seminar halls through a campus wide

network making the entire campus a global classroom.

This enables the faculty of SVCET to simplify the advanced

topics and present the same to students using colorful

presentations and illustrations. In addition, to the internet

resources the study material is readily available at student’s

laptop all the time. Using the latest technology available in the

campus the students can submit their assignments, clear their

doubts, share their notes anytime anywhere with any other

student or faculty member.



The world imprinted in paper

Located in an exclusive block, Library-Media centre with attached

digital library at SVGEI Educational Complex is the cynosure of all

eyes. This knowledge hub is located off the main lobby and is set in a

spacious section of the college building. It has been systematically and

steadily strengthened. It contains more than 22,000 commendably

classified Textbooks and Reference books, Educational CD’s apart

from a sizeable number of Research Journals and

Magazines are available in the reading room for the enhancement of

the knowledge of the students. It offers space for study and research

study rooms for group projects. There is also ample space for

consulting with staff and open study space. This exclusively and

imaginatively designed Library-Media centre is fully computerized and

all transactions of book issuing are conducted in automated form with

bar coding. It forms the core of every student's academic progress.

Library-Media Centre 42-43



The institution lays emphasis on experiential learning and

has forged useful linkages with various renowned Software

Companies and Industries in Chennai, Bangalore,

Chittoor, Tirupati and Hyderabad.

" "" "

Industry Institution Interaction44-45

Opportunities do not knock always

To motivate the students, build their confidence in their ability

and to keep them abreast with the latest technology, SVGEI has

designed interactive and practical based learning. The Industry-

Institution Interaction programme includes group discussions,

Inter and Intra departmental technical meets, seminars, guest

lectures, technical paper presentations, mini projects, website

developments, industrial visits, workshops and so on.

Students along with their teaching faculty visit places of academic

interest, various industries and reputed IT companies to understand

the practical implications of the theories they learn in the classrooms.

SVCET has tied up with renowned software, electronics, electrical

and construction giants and Industries in the state. As a part of the

association, senior executives of the companies visit the college and

deliver lectures on current practices, cutting edge technologies and

the emerging trends in the industry.



SVGEI Research and Development Cell strengthen close

interaction with Industry research organizations. The Cell

monitors and coordinates the industry consultancy projects

and contract research programmes.

" "" "

Research & Development Cell 46-47

Something new comes from the old

R&D activities have far reaching implications on the success of

any technical institute. The sole aim of establishing SVGEI

Research and Development Cell is to promote the advanced

research possibilities in all domains and strengthen the research

programmes. The projects come under the direct scrutiny of the

quality monitoring committee formed by senior academicians of

SVGEI, industry professionals and research scholars.

In fact, the integration of teaching and research has been a major force

for enriching the quality and relevance of education imparted to

students at SVCET. To explore the innate talents and unleash creative

thinking in the students it encourages the faculty to involve the

students in their research activities. SVGEI has plans to invest

enormous funds in R&D activities in the coming years to make its

engineering colleges as institutes for research and development as well

as a Post graduation centre for doctoral research.



A platform to showcase your skills

In today’s rapidly changing and increasingly challenging times,

the pattern of education offered in Engineering, Technical and

Management courses have undergone a paradigm shift at

SVCET. The curriculum implemented for future technocrats and

managers goes beyond the stipulated syllabus of the university.

With project based and discovery learning, it aims to develop

inquisitive, critical thinkers and self directed learners.

To promote e-based teaching-learning methodology, a central

air-conditioned auditorium with a seating capacity of more than

500 students is being constructed at its educational complex.

Students and faculty use the latest multimedia systems in Conference

Hall with a capacity of 150 members and Seminar Hall with a capacity

of 250 to air their visual based demonstrations and graphic oriented

lessons. SVGEI has plans to organise online lectures and conferences

with the eminent professors and stalwarts across the globe in various

fields related to the students studying in its group.

Seminar Hall & Auditorium48-49



SVGEI Entrepreneurship Development Cell guides students

interested in self-employment as a career option.  The faculty

members are trained through several modular courses to

integrate these concepts for students’ development.

" "" "

Placement & Entrepreneurship Development Cell 50-51

The day you’ve been waiting for

An independent Training and Placement (TAP) Department has been

established with its central office in Chittoor and liaison office in

Hyderabad. The department fully devotes its time to cater to the needs

of SVGEI and scout for better placements for its students. TAP is

headed by Training and Placement Officer supported by a Professor,

Associate Professor and Department Coordinators. TAP is a crucial

interface for the students between the stages of completion of academic

programme of studies and entry into suitable employment.

The department plays a dual role of assessing ever-changing industrial

requirements and estimating inherent talents of the students.

The department has been grooming the students by organizing

various programs like Group Discussions, HR Interaction sessions,

Communications Skills Programs, Mock Interviews etc., to meet the

Industrial requirements. It also coordinates various companies

related to the career of the students along with the industrial training

and invites them for campus interviews.



To fill the void between the student life and the professional

phase, making the transformation smooth and easy to adapt,

SVGEI has established an incubation centre to promote

research and to advance learning modules to the students.

" "" "

Communication & Value added skills 52-53

Talking the universal language

Communications skills, personality and career development

programmes are conducted by SVGEI, using the latest learning

aids provided in the computerized language laboratory.

The course is so designed that students, especially those who

come from vernacular medium and have little exposure to

conversing in English, can proceed to learn it at their own pace

and on their own, with minimum assistance from the instructor.

The students seeking admissions in the international universities

abroad after graduation and post graduation are offered coaching for

GRE, GMAT and GATE from fourth year onwards. The college has a

team of faculty that is dedicated to exclusively train the students on

these formats thereby improving the chances of success in joining top

ranking universities. This clarity helps in focusing on their future

goals and when the students leave the portals of Indus their eyes are

set on the career with undivided attention.



A ‘Pack’age deal

SVGEI ensures the overall development of the student by integrating

the growth of limbs, head and heart. Apart from participating in

sports there are many other leisure time activities for the students like

joining creative or literary club. At SVGEI Residential Complex,

it has a Gym attached to the Physical education department in which

a number of single and multi stationed machines and other weight

training accessories are available to provide opportunity for the

students to train themselves to keep their body fit.

Fitness centre will be upgraded from time to time with latest fitness

equipment. Special training in activities like physical exercises and yoga

are provided by trained personnel. Meditation classes are conducted

that help students hone their concentration skills and pay more

attention in their classes. As a part of regular development

programmes, SVGEI has plans to construct an indoor stadium and a

vast swimming pool at its Educational Complex.

Physical Education54-55



Students of SVGEI institutions have won many competitions at

the university level, state and national level events and made

the institution proud.  All the talented students are rewarded

and awarded during college annual celebrations.

""" "

Sports Facilities56-57

Crossing the bounders of talent

Physical Fitness forms an important part of the student’s life.

At SVGEI, sports are not looked upon as an aberration but an

essential component of training. It believes that physically weak

cannot make a healthy nation and encourages it students to

participate in sports and games.  SVGEI is investing huge funds

to develop separate infrastructure for Cricket, Badminton,

Basketball, Volleyball and Tennis.

Students hone their skills under the watchful eyes of dedicated

and qualified training faculty. To promote competitive spirit and

sportsmanship, regular competitions among the students of

different departments as well as SVGEI are conducted. In fact

students who show promise of talent and who stand a glimmer

of chance of performing well in sports and games are given

professional training by the experts in the field.



Enjoying the elements of nature

Extra curricular activities are a very essential part of the students’

activities in the campus. To bring fore the innate talents in the

students, SVGEI has established Student Clubs -Technical and

Cultural Club. As a part of the club activities students are

encouraged and involved in several activities that suits their taste.

These activities help them to improve communication skills,

develop the right kind of attitude and outlook,

and build on the leadership qualities, ability to work in a

high-pressure environment and manage stress well.

Students participate with full gaiety in scientific, technological

and cultural fest conducted by these clubs every year. Students

under NSS group are involved in the activities like: Blood

Donation, Plantation, Shramadaan, Immunisation,

National Integration Camp, Health Awareness Programmes,

Rural Education and Medical Camps.

Hobby / Students Clubs 58-59



SVGEI has an excellent security system and ample security

is provided for the students within the campus by

professional security personnel at all times."

"

"

"

Transportation and Security60-61

Taking you there everyday

SVGEI are located in peaceful surroundings so that the students can

learn in a calm and serene atmosphere free from outside distractions

and diversions. SVGEI ensures that students reach the campus on

time and return home safely. It has a large fleet of buses manned by

trained personnel who transport the students and the staff from city

and nearby places to the campus and back.

These facilities are also utilised by faculty to take students out on

Industrial and Educational tours during their course. SVGEI

conducts regular orientation programmes to the bus operators

and security personnel on the guidelines laid by the institution

authorities for students’ safety.



SVGEI has appointed senior chefs from both South and

North India to prepare tasty food for the cosmopolitan

gathering from different states and countries, speaking

different languages and having different eating habits.

" "" "

Residential Facilities62-63

Self sufficient and self organised

Providing the right kind of food to the resident students at

SVGEI is a daunting task. Students from all across the globe

come here to pursue education and their food habits and tastes

are different. The residential complex of SVGEI has a huge

dining hall and a well-equipped and neatly maintained kitchen

offering hygienically prepared and nutritious diet with a variety

in the menu to suit the different tastes of students.

SVGEI follows a proper regimen of breakfast, lunch, evening

snacks and Dinner to stimulate their grey cells. At all times

adequate steps are taken to ensure that students relish their

meals. Teachers and members of Management too dine with the

students to ensure that quality food is served always.

The cafeteria in the Educational Complex caters to the

gastronomical needs of the Day Scholars.



A qualified and trained medical team comprising of a

Doctor and a Nurse is available, round-the-clock to attend

to any student reporting sick. A sick-bay has been provided

for recuperating students.

" "" "

Hostel Life64-65

A new world order

Providing Global education is important, equally important is

providing residential accommodation of global standard for its

international student community. SVGEI offers best residential

accommodation for its students both from all over the country and

abroad. An exclusive residential complex with separate blocks for

boys, girls and staff has been built very close to the Educational

Complex to suite the demands of the new generation students.

A separate block has been established for NRI students and

foreign nationals. The NRI air-conditioned studio apartments are

allotted on a twin sharing or three some basis. Few members of

the teaching staff and the reside in

the campus to ensure the safety and security of the residential

students. Professionally trained wardens and security staff have

been appointed for the welfare of the students. The residential

campus has a thrift shop for the convenience of the students.

members of the management



SVGEI Short Term and Long Term Goals66

SVGEI which started as a small note in the state is planning to stretch

and spread its quality education across the country. Adapting to the

changing trends in the education system across the globe has been

SVGEI’s forte. To bring in new thoughts, and impart value added

education that would put its students the fore front in building the

nation. SVGEI has formed an academic advisory board with senior

academicians, eminent professors from IIT’s, eminent personalities,

industrialists, practicing professionals and retired vice chancellors of

reputed universities.

Flying to one’s
best potential

B.Ed., Nursing, L.L.B.,
Pharmacy and Degree College

67

1. To create a centre of research in specialized

areas by involving a team of academicians &

industrialists of that area.

2. To collaborate with global centres of excellence

& exchange knowledge, technology, experience

& create avenues for higher research.

3. To offer consultancy to local industries & give

hands on experience in the relevant areas to all

students.

4. To produce emotionally balanced, socially

responsible professionals with capacity for lateral

thinking & adaptability to fast changing

technologies.

5. To develop professionals with global outlook,

tempered with Indian values.

6. To establish incubation centres on campus for

mutual benefit of institute and industry.

Short Term Goals

Long Term Goals

1. To enable undergraduates to find immediate

employment by imparting necessary skills & knowledge.

2. To motivate the students towards higher education & research.

3. To create entrepreneurial skills in at least 5-10% of students.

4. To develop a management model worth emulating in

corporate governance.

5. To instill in young professionals a code of ethics on par

with organizational expectations.

6. To generate awareness on immediate social problems and

seek technical solution to resolve the same by involving a

team of academicians and industrialists of that area.



Sri Venkateswara College of Education offers Bachelor of

Education (B.Ed.) and Master of Education (M.Ed.).

The college is affiliated to Sri Venkateswara University and

National Council for Teacher Education.

" "" "

B.Ed. / M.Ed. 68-69

Learning to teach is essential too

Sri Venkateswara College of Education has been created to train

teachers who in turn train the students in various schools. During

the course, students are taken to institutions in the group to spend

quality time with senior faculty to understand the emerging trends

and latest developments in teaching. To familiarize the students with

the course structure and its application aspects, every year the fresh

batch has to undergo a week-long orientation programme.

These sessions serve as the basic motivational tool for the new

comers to embark on their career path. Apart from the regular

course it aims to offer some value added courses to the existing

faculty and train senior teachers to develop leadership qualities

that will help them as administrators in future. Reputed and

renowned academicians and administrators from different parts

of the country are invited to the institute to share their

experience with the trainees.



Judiciously growing to be the Judiciary

Corporate culture and industrial growth has of late created a

growing demand for corporate legal experts and counselors in

industrial and environmental law. Sri RKM Law College is a two

decade old institution of the group that has been producing

some very promising lawyers in the country. The college offers

3 and 5 years Bachelors Course in Law and 2-year Post-Graduate

programme in Labour Law and Intellectual Property Rights Law.

The college has got permanent approval of affiliation from Bar

Council of India, APSCHE, S.V. University and Recognised

U/s 2(f) of UGC Act.  Moot court sessions and interactive

teaching modules make learning very engrossing at RKM.

The Law College library is a treasure trove of legal case studies

that help in enriching the students’ knowledge. The senior

faculty guides the students in all the courses. Students are

exposed several live cases and demos to access their knowledge.

L.L.B. / L.L.M.70-71



Students from all over the country join Nursing Institutions

at Chittoor for quality training in Nursing. Nursing

Institutions not only offer B.Sc. (Nursing) as well as M.Sc.

(Nursing)  but also Diploma in Gen. Nursing & Midwifery,

M.P.H.W and A.N.M.

These"" ""

Nursing (Courses) 72-73

Get-well soon

Growth and development is happening at a fast pace in all walks of life,

more so in the field of medicine. All over the world, more and more

hospitals are being established with latest equipment and facilities.

To run these hospitals quality doctors and well-trained nursing staff are

essential. They form the back-bone of the hospital. Nursing Institutions

of the group are rated among the most professionally run institutions in

the country with the best of infrastructure and facilities.

All the courses are monitored and implemented by well trained,

experienced and highly qualified faculty. The Nursing

Institutions are affiliated to NTR University of Health Sciences

and Nursing Council of India. These institutions are established

close to the educational complex and have residential facility for

the students enrolling course.



SVGEI is setting up a full fledged hospital with

very close to its Educational Complex in

Chittoor. The students of Nursing can get hand of training

under the guidance of highly qualified medical professionals

working in the hospital.

modern

medical facilities"" ""

Nursing Programme74-75

Nursing with care

The well-structured Nursing courses offered at of

international standard. The students pursuing the graduation

course in nursing are groomed right from day one on the various

aspects of Nursing. The classroom teaching is practical oriented

and students are given various demos and project works to help

them understand the subject well.

SVGEI are

The college has tie-ups with a few corporate hospitals nearby, where

the students are sent for hands on experience. After rich rigorous

training the students are all set to join the best of the hospitals and

make their careers. Many reputed hospitals from all across the

world gladly recruits nursing students from as they are

convinced that students are trained to be the best Nurses.

SVGEI

these



Medicines too have generations

Joining College of Pharmacy to train and graduate in a pharmacy

is the dream of many aspirants who desire to graduate in this

course. The infrastructure, facilities, faculty and the career

options on graduating are so good that the student knows that if

he seeks admission here, his career is made. The college campus

for Pharmacy is vast and the classrooms are spacious and are

equipped with audiovisual equipment.

The course structure in this specialized field at SVGEI is very

contemporary and advanced. Students are kept abreast with the

latest development in the industry that is always witnessing a new

breakthrough almost every day. The computer lab has systems with

latest software that provide all data, information, case studies and

so on for the ready reference of the students. The vast and exclusive

library is a store house of the various books and journals on

medicine, chemotherapy and so on all over the world.

B. Pharmacy / M. Pharmacy 76-77



SVGEI faculty encourages independent thinking and helps

the students of graduation college to develop strong domain

knowledge with contemporary skill sets and positive

attitudes for a successful career.

"" ""

Degree College78-79

It all starts with basics…

To meet the need for quality professionals in this digital age,

SVGEI has started several value added courses in gradation like

that

are in demand. SVGEI has plans to start BCA and BBA

programmes too. The curriculum followed here is designed to meet

the requirements of the industry.

(Computer / Statistics / Electronics /

Bio-Technology), B.Com (Computer Applications) BBM

B.Sc. Applications

and

No effort is spared to equip the students with all the facilities

and infrastructure they would need for their career growth.

Innovative programmes and well-planned modules are being

developed for the students to  make them suitable for future

industry practices. The faculty has wide experience in delivering

the point clearly in this crucial subject of future.

Several innovative programmes are implemented to enable the

students to master in their subject.



Geographical border matter no more!

SVGEI always strives to provide its students a cutting edge in

education not only at state and national level but at international

level too. SVGEI has plans for both academic and technical

collaboration with the International Universities in Malaysia,

Europe, America and Singapore for mutual exchange

programmes. This collaboration will strengthen SVGEI with

faculty exchange programmes in mutually beneficial areas of

research and development.

This association will also be strengthened through formal scientific

collaborations and student and faculty exchange programmes. The faculty

and students would immensely benefit from the on-line lectures conducted

by eminent professors of these universities through video conferencing

exposure thus gives the students a head start in this competitive world.

Earnest efforts are on to have tie-ups with more number of internationally

renowned institutions, organisations and industries in the country to

provide practical experience for the students.

International Tie-ups80-81



Learning to be socially versatile

Preserving the nature around us is considered as the primary duty at

SVGEI. It has planted several plantations in all campuses and their

surrounding areas too. As you enter the SVGEI Educational Complex at

Chittoor the first impression which also leaves a lasting impression is

that of space. “Vast” seems to be a small world to describe it. The people

who form the core team have ensured that no effort is spared to make

this educational hub an environment friendly zone.

The care goes for beyond a superficial landscaping. Many trees

have been planted to make this place naturally beautiful.

This also adds to the ambience of the entire campus.

Students have as a part of their activities, tasks, delegated to

keep the campus clean and green.

Environmental Care 82-83



The Lord of seven ‘continents’

Chittoor is second biggest town of Chittoor District, Andhra

Pradesh, India. The city is strategically located at the junction of

Bangalore-Chennai national highway 4 and national highway 18.

The college is located on high way in an area of 65 acres of scenic

beauty at R.V.S. Nagar, Chittoor. The College is located 7 km

from Chittoor town on NH-18, (Chittoor-Tirupati road) and

70 KM from Tirupati, the famous hill shrine of Lord Sri Venkateswara.

Chittoor is about 150 Kms north of Chennai and 180 Kms east of Bangalore

and well connected by road and rail with all parts of the country. The nearest

airport is Renigunta (Tirupati 70kms). The college has a railway station situated

in the campus (RVS Nagar Rail way Station). Direct trains commute between

Chittoor and New Delhi, Patna, Varanasi & other major cities.

Horsley Hills, the lovely hill station, Tirupati, the abode of

Lord Venkateswara, Kanipakam temple and

Sri Kalahasti temple, Talakoona waterfalls are located in

Chittoor district.

" "" "

Location Advantage84-85



Still soaring…

SVGEI is soaring high and scaling greater heights under the able

guidance of the Chairman, Bharatha Jyothi Dr. R.Venkataswamy.

The group has an active managing committee and an advisory

council, which is made up of eminent academicians,

industrialists, professionals and social workers. It is today,

emerging as one of the best educational institutions imparting

quality education for over 20 years.

The group is spread across the state with 23 academic institutions

offering education at various levels from nursery class to intermediate,

graduation to post graduation courses in regular, nursing and

engineering stream. SVGEI keeps a keen eye on the current trends and

innovations happening in the field of education and offers courses,

which are designed to meet the requirements of the industry.

The Spirit of SVGEI86-87

SRI VENKATESWARA GROUP OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Sri Venkateswara College of Engineering and Technology

Sri Venkateswara College of Computer Sciences

Sri Venkateswara College of Pharmacy

Sri College of Education

Sri Ravuri Kanakaiah Memorial Law College

R.V.S. Nagar, Tirupati Road, Chittoor.

R.V.S. Nagar, Tirupati Road, Chittoor.

R.V.S. Nagar, Tirupati Road, Chittoor.

R.V.S. Nagar, Tirupati Road, Chittoor.

R.V.S. Nagar, Tirupati Road, Chittoor.

Venkateswara

Sri Venkateswara College of Nursing

Sri Venkateswara School of Nursing

Sri Durga M.P.H.W. (F) Training Institute

Sri Srinivasa M.P.H.W. (F) Training Institute

Sri Balaji Degree College

R.V.S. Nagar, Tirupati Road, Chittoor.

R.V.S. Nagar, Tirupati Road, Chittoor.

R.V.S. Nagar, Tirupati Road, Chittoor.

R.V.S. Nagar, Tirupati Road, Chittoor.

R.V.S. Nagar, Tirupati Road, Chittoor.



SRI VENKATESWARA GROUP OF

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Corporate Office: R.V.S. Nagar, Tirupati Road, Chittoor - 517 127. A.P. India.

Tel.:+91 -8572 - 246339, 245044. Fax:+91 -8572 - 245211.
info@svgei.org www.seagroup.in

Soar!

SVGEI

For More Info Contact -  Toll Free No: 1800 4256299.
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